Dr. Alice Hamilton Will Speak At Convocation

Pioneer in Study of Industrial Diseases; Has Done Graduate Work Here and Abroad

Dr. Alice Hamilton, Assistant Professor of Industrial Medicine, Emeritus, Harvard University, will be the convolution speaker at Connecticut College on November 29th. Her topic is "Dangerous Trades and What the Government Can Do About Them.

Dr. Hamilton has been a pioneer in the study of industrial diseases. She is considered an authority by the United States Department of Labor.

After receiving her M.D. and honorary A.M. at the University of Michigan, Dr. Hamilton did graduate study at the Universities of Leipzig and Munich, at Johns Hopkins, the University of Chicago, and at the Institut Pasteur in Paris.

She is a graduate of Harvard University, has studied at the universities of Berlin and Marburg, and is a member of the Harvard Theological Union, New York City, and received the degree of D. D. from Colgate University.

From 1917 to 1920 he was professor of biblical literature at Amherst College. Since 1920 he has held a similar position in the Y.M.C.A. college. His teaching and research work have included a side interest in music and his major activity—church work. Since 1917 he has been pastor of South Church, distinguishing himself as a preacher and as the director of an elaborate program in institutional church work—Olivet community house being one of the best managed institutions of this kind in the country. For many years he has been a popular college preacher in various eastern institutions. He is the brother of Charles W. Hamilton, Dean of the School of the University of Chicago chapel, who has also spoken frequently at the college.

Many Famous Artists Here in Years Back Helped to Promote Early Interest in Music

by Barbara Fiscus '21

In connection with the vocal recital presented by Miss Leslie Monday, October 28th, and the piano recital offered by Miss Ballard, it seems only fitting that we should mention the music department and the development of music on the campus.

It is interesting to note the very first class to enter Connecticut was music—conscience from the beginning. They began the tradition of moonlight sings, and promoted music all times. In 1916 it became the practice to have a short musical performance by the girls once a week in a Glee Club and a mandolin club were organized. At this time Mandolin clubs seemed quite popular, and concerts were given frequently by the campus club by the combined efforts of the mandolin and ukulele clubs, as well as by similar organizations in the junior and senior colleges.

In 1917 there was also presented the dramatic camp. This was given by the Boston Sym- phony Sextette at the inaugural ceremony for President Marshall.

Four Radical Votes Cast; Administration Vote Also Included in Poll

Governor Alfred Landon triumphed a second time at Connecticut College when he received forty-one votes from the faculty and administration as compared with President Franklin D. Roosevelt's score of thirty-eight. Four radical votes were cast, three for Norman Thomas, and one for Earl Browder. More than seventy-five per cent of the faculty and administration cast ballots, surpassing by a small percentage the student vote taken last week. The students also chose Landon but by a much wider margin, the vote being 351 to 147.

Because many of the faculty members failed to state their department on the ballot, it was impossible to state percentages for each group. The complete results were as follows:

Landon, 41
Roosevelt, 38
Thompson, 3
Browder, 1

Second Political Rally Will Be Held Monday

The second in a series of non-partisan political discussions will take place Monday evening in Commencement Hall, at 7:30 p.m. At this meeting the following subjects will be discussed: Agriculture, Labor, the Budget, Relief, the Foreign Trade question. Participation is encouraged by all.

Frances Wheeler, Margaret Ross, Margaret Ball, and Elise Thompson, the four new members of the platform at the rally last Thursday, will probably continue to participate in discussions regarding their particular issues.

The rally last week was a decided success, it called the most ambitious and continues to be an opportunity for those students who were unable to attend the last gathering or those who wish further information on the issues involved.

The meeting is essentially a question and answer period.

"PrimorforDemocracy" Published by NSFA

 Available at Bookstore

Simultaneously on 750 college and university campuses in a section of the country, there was released on Monday, October 26th, a student yearbook, "The Student Voting Guide," as a special election issue of the National Student Mirror. Frankly declaring that its purpose was to get college students "fighting for democracy in government and in politics," the editors have procured the cooperation of the various college voting campaigns. Governor Landon, Norman Thomas and Congressmen Lenke in what observers believe to be an attempt to create enthusiasm of our predecessors? Good listeners are as essential as good performers.

(Continued to Page 5, Column 1)
Bile manufacturer, is now a freshman at Yale. This is centuries ahead of the primitive penmen. That persons in this advanced age still use the long-shoed-into-the-state-of-depression from which we shall never be forsaken. A lot of people get discouraged because they put forth all their efforts on faith you have and pray for guidance, and you will find this morning I received an answer from my father. I was comforted by it. I read it to some friends and it occurred to us that there might be others that would benefit by reading it, so I have submitted it to be printed. —Dad

Dear —

Voting seems to be the mode of end in the ash-can. Such loyalty to the moment 'most everywhere, even his public! —Of course there is no doubt that his appearance has something to do with my choice. Being a female, I can not be entirely unconscious of the effect of a uniform. Of course this point may not appeal to all of you. I merely mention it for the benefit of those who would otherwise consider the nominators ignoble.

My final and strongest point is that his popularity has stood the test of time, nor has it shown the slightest tendency to wane. For thirtieth years, during the lifetime of the metric system is far from being perfected. To unravel this mystery which was built upon the plan of the English inch, and contained English weights and measures which were given to Moses with the command that they never should be changed. That is why the English nation has steadfastly refused to adopt the metric system. Scientists are now convinced that the metric system is far from being perfect.

The underlying thought is that in God's eyes we are as little children, and unless we are willing to have the faith of little children and trust in His Divine grace we will become so confused and skeptical that we will miss the joys that He has prepared for us. It is for us to understand the complete plan in this generation. All those people who have endeavored to unravel all the mysteries instead of being patient to accept just what they can understand, and leave the rest to God, God has saved time to unravel, and in the meantime have faith, have invariably ended in a puddled cell or suicide.

You have answered in part your letter to your mother. This morning I received an answer from my father. I was comforted by it. I read it to some friends and it occurred to us that there might be others that would benefit by reading it, so I have submitted it to be printed. —Dad

Dear —

Answering in part your letter to your mother. The western mind is often confused because they do not realize that this world is not only millions of years of age, but has millions of years to go, and that progress must necessarily be slow. The curious backwound steps until the people as a whole catch up with the leaders.

The Great Pyramid was built as a sign of the times for all times to come. The Arabs made repeated attempts to open this pyramid. Had they succeeded in it, it would have revealed a mystery; however it was so ordained that the entrance was not discovered until the Rosetta stone was found which was the key. It was found at a time when men were sufficiently intelligent to do this work, for the ancient Egyptians not only invented the English inch, but contained English weights and measures which were given to Moses with the command that they never should be changed. That is why the English nation has steadfastly refused to adopt the metric system. Scientists are now convinced that the metric system is far from being perfected.

The underlying thought is that in God's eyes we are as little children, and unless we are willing to have the faith of little children and trust in His Divine grace we will become so confused and skeptical that we will miss the joys that He has prepared for us. It is for us to understand the complete plan in this generation. All those people who have endeavored to unravel all the mysteries instead of being patient to accept just what they can understand, and leave the rest to God, God has saved time to unravel, and in the meantime have faith, have invariably ended in a puddled cell or suicide.

We have understood the use of typewriters by students in our courses. That only five percent use them is not due to the expense but to indifference and lack of ambition. It is most unusual that persons in this advanced age still use the long-hand methods of medieval times." Robert E. Stone, assistant professor of law at the University of California, is centuries ahead of the primitive penmen.

Father's Philosophy Enlightens Sophomore

Before we enter college, most of us accept statements that older people take as the truth without much question. Today's college new worlds of thought are open to us, and we are told to evaluate evidence before believing anything. We discover that we know far less than we had previously supposed. We become confused. "What is true?" "What can we believe?" "What is one individual in relation to the many?" Thus we question.

Henry Ford the second, grandson of the automobile manufacturer, is now a freshman at Yale.

We discover that we know far less than we had previously supposed. A lot of people get discouraged because they put forth all their efforts on faith you have and pray for guidance, and you will find the peace of mind that all the so-called joys and wealth of the world cannot bring to anyone.
Freshmen Houses Elect Officers For This Year

This week the freshmen houses elected their house officers as follows:

North
President: Irene Kennell
Secretary-Treasurer: Bessie Knowlton
Chairman of Program: Sue Spinnyc

Whitnaps
President, Laura Dye
Religious Members: Natalie Mass and Katherine Anne Rich

Balls
President: Alice Wilson
Secretary-Treasurer: Katherine Arrivo
Religious Member: Martha Jane Yale

Vinal
President: Hazel Rowley
Religious Member: Margaret Griswold

Deben
President: Audrey Everett
Secretary-Treasurer: Elise Halderman
Chairman of Program: Mary Elizabeth Shutter

Humphrey
President: Marjory Willgoss
Secretary-Treasurer: Olive McIlwain
Chairman of Program: Janice Threlkild
Religious Member: Elizabeth Thompson

Moore
President: Katherine Chatton '38
Secretary-Treasurer: Berenice Hecht
Chairman of Program: Patsy Tillinghast
Religious Member: Helma Jens '39

President: Jane Clark
Secretary-Treasurer: Katherine Gilbert
Religious Member: Irene Johnson

Lansly
President: Naomi Ransy
Secretary-Treasurer: Lucina Pagel
Chairman of Program: Janet Waters
Religious Member: Betsy Pfeiffer

President: Florence McKenie
Secretary: Anadil Barbarian
Treasures: Pauline Welbeck
Religious Menber: Helen Biggs
(Editor's Note: The above may not have as yet been elected.)

New London Chapter of Alumnae Holds a Bridge In Fanning

About twenty dollars was taken in at the bridge given by the New London chapter of the Connecticut College Alumnae on Sunday evening, October 29, in the Commuters’ Room. The bridge took the form of a military whist. There were ten tables, with about forty people attending, including alumnae, their friends, and members of the faculty. Eight prizes and one mystery prize were awarded to the winners at the conclusion of the game.

Marjorie Wolfe Gagnon ’35, of New London, was in charge of the affair. She was assisted by Mrs. John J. DeGange, Rose Pietrillo, Gertrude Noyes, and Agatha McGuire.

Prizes were won by Mrs. Leon Brehler, Mrs. May Diehl, Miss Dornier, Elizabeth Paton, Martha D. Moore, Marion O’Han- paugh, Adelaide J. S. White, and Frieda C. Greut.

Bats and Witches, Spooks and Goblins Haunt Campus on Hallowe’en Saturday

"The Goblins will get YOU, if you don’t watch out!"—this Saturday night, the eve of All Saints. Whether you are away for the weekend or on campus, the spirits will all be abroad. Witches on broomsticks will be hovering overhead. Gargoyle ghosts may drif out of the windows, to be seen all the more vividly from the inside, where the eyes of the students are pricked, and the ears of the house officers are sharp. How many of them will wake up to find themselves, or otherwise, entangled somewhere in an area of the house that is unoccupied from the usual six a.m. hour? But, as they wriggle awake, they may find that they are the last of their kind to be found!

For this reason the more enterprising members of Student Government have planned an interesting event for the evening, which will be held in the gym. It is entitled "The Power to Provoke and Be Provoked," and will be a unique Halloween party. The program of the evening is as follows:

Dr. Tweedy Spoke At Sunday Vespers

Dr. Henry Hallam Tweedy spoke on "The Power to Provoke and Be Provoked" at Vespers, October 25th. Dr. Tweedy said that we could not live without the power of irritating and being irritated. When Jesus was provoked, He did good deeds, quietly righting the wrong. Most people misuse this gift by letting petty things irritate them. God wanted us to learn to provoke other people to do good deeds, just as Jesus did.

Dr. Tweedy went on to say that this ability to provoke is a powerful tool in the hands of a leader. He quoted a saying from the Bible, "When the Son of Man comes in glory, with his angels and a great host of heaven, he shall sit on the throne of his glory. Before him shall be gathered all the nations: and he shall separate them one from another, as a shepherd doth separate his sheep from the goats. And he shall set the sheep on his right hand, but the goats on the left hand. Then shall the King say unto them on his right hand, Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world. For I was an hungered, and ye gave me meat: I was thirsty, and ye gave me drink: I was a stranger, and ye took me in: naked, and ye clothed me: I was sick, and ye visited me: I was in prison, and ye came unto me. Then shall the righteous answer him, saying, Lord, when did we see thee hungry, and feed thee; or thirsty, and give thee drink; or as a stranger, did we take thee in; or naked, did we clothe thee; or when we were sick, or in prison, did we visit thee? And the King answering said unto them, Verily I say unto you, inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me. Then shall he say also unto them on the left hand, Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire." (Matthew 25:31-46)

Dr. Tweedy concluded his talk by saying that this ability to provoke is a great gift, and that we should use it wisely. He gave the example of a leader who is able to provoke his followers to work harder and do better. He said that this type of leadership is rare, and that we should strive to be such leaders.

Bicycle Trip Is Made Along Rhine By Dorothy Waring

Accompanied By Three Friends

This summer Dorothy Waring bicycled along the Rhine from Koblenz to Heilbronn. She and three of her friends made the trip in one week, stopping at Youth Hostels. Before retiring, everyone gathered to sing or talk. At these Youth Hostel dinners one must be in bed at ten o’clock and up at six.

Most of the people could speak only German, and it was interesting to the Americans to find out how much of the German language they could understand. The girls traveled between thirty and forty miles a day, stopping only for a picnic lunch. When they reached the Rhine country, they said their bicycles.

Dorothy spent a month in England and Scotland and some time in France and Switzerland.

Please Patronize Our Advertisers

Dr. Sears Gave Illustrated Talk At Convocation

Given Under Auspices of the Botany Department

"By our interference we have greatly increased the area of the cultural desert," stated Dr. Paul B. Sears in his illustrated lecture given Tuesday, October 25th. Dr. Sears, who is professor of botany at the University of Oklahoma, said that although people cannot prevent change, we can affect the rate of change—and in the United States we have been speeding the change through over-grazing and the cutting down of all trees.

Dr. Sears showed how, because of soil erosion, farmers had to leave Nebraska. The poor whites of the South, having no knowledge of the right way to plow, were forced by the erosion of the soil to move northward. More recently the winds coming from the west have caused soil erosion in the central states.

Dr. Sears thought that soil was a mixture and that missing elements could be replaced. However, soil is very complicated, and everything is done to disturb the layers, the whirled-up baked mud, or the nonplowed dirt.

Dr. Sears’ lecture was given under the auspices of the botany department.

W. P. A. Theatres

Open With Play On Lewis’ Novel

New York, N. Y.—A new page in American theatrical history was written on October 25th when the WPA Federal Theatre Project rang up the curtain simultaneously on 20 productions in 20 major cities in the United States. "It Can’t Happen Here," a National interest in the J. C. Moiffet-Sinclair Lewis dramatization of the novel, which won the Nobel Prize last summer, reached new highs on the eve of the opening with WPA Federal Theatre productions ranging heavy box office sales.

New York City, with four presentations of "It Can’t Happen Here," attracted the most attention. Next came Chicago, San Francisco and New York, where two productions each were given, while the following cities will have single units: Buffalo, Cleveland, Denver, Bridgeport, Birmingham, Detroit, Indianapolis, Chicago, Jacksonville, Miami, Tampa, Seattle, Boston, Tacoma, Kansas City, and Syracuse.

The WPA Federal Theatre productions in Texas, Fla., will be a special feature. According to the plan, there will be a Cuban locale. There will be Yiddish versions in New York City and Los Angeles, while Newark and San Francisco will have Italian presentations.

"Act and you shall receive" is the motto of non students at John Tarleton College.

These cadets have rebelled against paying out money to have their washing done. They wish to eliminate the expense of "nine cents a load" for washing in their own clothes. They are going to give a wash party early in November and with the proceeds they intend to buy a washing machine.—(ACP)

Dr. H. Carter Davidson, president of Knox college, is one of the youngest college presidents in the United States; he is only 31 years old.
**College Gladgals**

**By Bede**

**Thrills and Spills Feature**

**Student -- Faculty Soccer Game**

**Dr. Leib Makes 60 Yard Run**

Friday afternoon an exciting soccer game was played between the faculty and students. The field was dotted with a great variety of persons and costumes; twenty-two students and representatives of a great many departments in our college, wearing shorts, long coats, gym suits, and vests. The dormitories adjoined the field and provided a cheering section. Large, plain... for a "smooth" looking robe!

**Science**

The first meeting of the Science Club will be held in the Commuter's room tonight, October 26th, at eight o'clock. President Betty Murray announced today. Margaret Irvin, who passed the summer at Cornell, will speak on the subject 'How to Start Your Own Club'. Also she will talk on "Things Around College Which Are of Scientific Interest."

The game began, and the fight was on. The first half was spent in determining rules and in the process of working up some wind in the ten minutes. The ball travelled precociously near the goal, but the faculty goals, Mr. Kinsey, proved his worth by kicking the ball to the other end of the field each time the opposition bore down on him, in spite of his charterlike.
American industry, labor, agriculture, and education. They present their views of the issues confronting the country today and also "put under the microscope" several of the worst elements of "the mess which students today will soon inherit."

The National Student Federation—publishers of the Mirror—are taking this dramatic step to link up student interest with national affairs at 750 college campuses, the Federation is using the facilities of university and college bookstores. Copies of the magazine are now available here at the bookstore.

---
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(Continued from Page 1, Column 5) A venturesome and nationally known leaders of American industry, labor, agriculture, and education. They present their views of the issues confronting the country today and also "put under the microscope" several of the worst elements of "the mess which students today will soon inherit."

The National Student Federation—publishers of the Mirror—are taking this dramatic step to link up student interest with national affairs at 750 college campuses, the Federation is using the facilities of university and college bookstores. Copies of the magazine are now available here at the bookstore.
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According to Dr. W. M. Jardine, president of Wichita University, 78 per cent of his 1935 graduating class are already employed.

STATIONERY GREETING CARDS MOUNTAIN PENS

EDWIN KEENEY 15 Main Street

ATTENTION KNITTERS! When considering the knitting of a garment, hose, or mittens, why not think of the time one gives also the money involved. Then consider the yarn. A yarn that in the long run is economical by the purchase of MINERVA—BEST BRAND GOOD SHEPHERD and the French yarns of Laines du Penguin. These yarns are sold at MISS O'NEILL'S SHOP 43 Green Street, New London, Conn.
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Club Notes
(Continued from Page 4, Col. 3)

Club Football Players Get Temple; Howard Jones, Southern
The football squad are fond of po-
A football player has been selected as a
an special award to be given each week for the 8 weeks of the current foot-
ball season to the ten outstanding college players in America. Each
Parker Pen awarded will be inscribed with the words "All-America Rating" and will be accompanied by a "Card of Merit". From the 10 players receiving this trophy pen, the All-America Board will select the All-America Team of 1936.

Cigarettes
Not strong, not harsh and it has all

Flavored cigarettes
Flavored tobacco

That settles it • • •from
now on, it's Chesterfield.